SHOULD PEOPLE WHO DO DIRTY DANGEROUS OR UNPLEASANT JOBS
SHOULD BE PAID MORE
HRD reveals the most dangerous jobs in Australia and how much the country's Manufacturing, which is the fourth most
dangerous industry, paid its workers â€œ It's those who work in more dangerous industries who should.

But check a weak stomach at the door: These jobs entail revolting, dangerous and sometimes psychologically
disturbing duties. Moreover, many adult entertainers are not given the choice to select who to work with and
most of them end up working with actors that they do not find appealing and attractive. They are often
required to do graveyard shifts to get the milk that must go out for early morning distributions. For example,
take sexual harassment. And this is also a stable job for most young professionals. Another disadvantage is
that they have to deal with many creepy crawlies such as bugs, sewer rats, fleas, mites, and even dangerous
life-threatening microorganisms. It also depends on how much a certain boat is able to acquire the catch on
that particular day. First, we'll do a Dumpster dive into the life of a garbage collector. Though they earn
nearby 6 figure salary, not many people take up this job. The main reason why coal mining is very dangerous
is because many coal mines contain deposits of methane that cause large underground explosions at the
slightest spark caused by friction or falling rocks. Plus, many farmworkers are exposed to high concentrations
of pesticides, which can pose major health risks. Since methane gas is a byproduct of decomposition,
collecting methane can be tough, since it is really smelly. It probably depended on whom you asked. All
manner of jobs are deemed "bad" even though many of the people who have them feel proud of their work. A
healthy immune system is crucial to take up this job. Working in unhygienic environments and extreme
conditions often make this job unpleasant. These jobs often have regular manpower shortages, and good health
coupled with a high tolerance for unpleasant environments may be all you need for success. Plumbers:
Plumbers have to work in unhygienic conditions which involve bacteria and sewage. Portable toilet cleaner:
Portable toilet cleaners have to deal with human excrement every day as a part of their daily grind. So this job
can pose some serious health risks, especially if your employer doesn't follow the most up-to-date safety
regulations. Unfortunately, hazmat suits and equipment are not always foolproof. These are one of the highest
paying jobs and also vary according to the locations. High-paying jobs nobody wants: Even when the pay is
good, why nobody wants to accept the job? And even if you survive physically intact, you still might develop
a psychological disorder such as PTSD, which can have devastating consequences for you and your family.
Just consider all of the potential factors that can make a job truly terrible. Sewerage cleaners must be willing
to work in shifts and under difficult conditions. Hence, protective gear is very much required for the job. The
highest paying work available to these often unskilled and uneducated or their foreign certificates of skills and
education are not recognized immigrants is work that is of lower social status, and has a higher risk of injury.
Like physicians, gastroenterologists must obtain a bachelor's degree and then attend medical school, after
which they complete a residency program. Being a gastroenterologist is not an easy job since it requires over
10 years of schooling and also paying a large amount as college fees. In fact, it might be one of America's
favorite pastimes. But some of them are used or created during modern industrial processes. Apart from this,
the job can also be a serious affair since the crime scene cleaner also has to worry about not getting any
infections or diseases after coming in contact with the bodily fluids of the dead person. Plumbers are heavily
paid since these are individuals who are on high demand throughout the season. Mortician: Having the job of a
mortician or as an embalmer requires a large amount of concentration and patience since their work revolves
around dead bodies. Alaskan King Crab Fisherman This job is often cited as being among the most dangerous
in the world. Aside from a higher risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases or getting injured from
certain acts, some porn performers experience emotional problems from being around dysfunctional or
abusive people. These specialists must operate with extreme caution because their jobs involve setting traps,
spraying chemicals, using poisonous substances in uncomfortable spaces such as attics, barns and farms. Can
you imagine having any of the following jobs? Blood and gore cleanerâ€”Cleaning an army's weapons and
pieces of armor after each day of gory battles. From their perspectives, the possible alternatives might have
been worse.

